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6. Analysis of EnrichedUranium and Weapons
Plutonium Reioads for PWRS Using BRACC,
Gustavo A lonso, Theodore A. Parish (Texas
A&M)

The Linear Reactivity Model has been widely-used to pre-
dict the enrichments of reloads for givencycle lertgth~@ to esti-
mate cycle lengths for given enrichments. It~an &sQ be used
to obtain batch sizes for given cycle length$+Qd enrichments.
The Linear Reactivity Model has pr~:@:@~:
uating many reload alternatives be
strategy to detailed scrutiny using mo pet@e tdWtods. The
BRACC code is a computer impim tatibfi of~~e Linear
Reactivity Model that can be used t

T%&%$ZZ~~ies for a wide range of enriched uramu
described here, the objectives were f%%iodi@R&& (a) to
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Fig. 1. MOX assembly reactivity versus burnup.
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Muhicyc\e Cycle Length and Batch Burnup Results
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base the reactivity-versus-burnup relationships on state-of-the-
art assembly artaiyses, (b) to include reactivit y-versus-bumup
&ta for both enriched tlrartiltln and CXCe5S W~pOttS @ltOttitUtl-

fueled assemblies, and (c) to test the new reactivity-versus-
bumup correlation MIXED by comparing the BRACC results
for reloads, including both uranium and weapons plutottium-
fueled assemblies with the results from detailed multicycle fuel
management analyses.

METHODOLOGY

The Linear Reactivity Model is based on the observation
that the reactivity of an assembly decreases approximately
weapons linearly with bumup. BRACC uses correlations
describing the reactivity versus bumup for different uranium
enrichments and fuel-to-moderator ratios. In the research
reported here, new correlation coefficients specific to uranium
and weapons plutonium-fueled assemblies for Westinghouse
pressurized water reactors (PWRS) were deveioped using the
state-of-the-art assembly code CASM03 (Ref. 2). F]gure 1
shows plots of the reactivity versus burnup from CASM03 for
Westinghouse PWR assemblies fueled with weapons plutonium
for fissile plutonium loading ranging from 1.1 to 9.0 wto?’o.
Note that for fissiie plutonium loadlng >2.5 wtQ70,the linear
assumption for the dependence of the assembly reactivity on
burmrp is valid. Similar data were also generated with CASM03

for uranium-fueled assemblies. The reactivity versus burnup
and enrichment data from CASM03 for the uranium-fueled
assemblies were similar to that obtained from the onginai cor-
relations implemented in BRACC for H/U ratios characteristic
of Westinghouse PWR assemblies.

The CASM03 data for the uranium and weapons phtto-
nium-fueled assemblies for loading between 2.5 and 9.0 wtqo
were input to separate finear regression analyses of the reac-
tivity as a function of the burnup for each enrichment. To
compute the correlation coefficients needed to describe the
dependence of the assembly reactivity on fissile loading and
bumup for BRACC, it was necessary to perform another lin-
ear regression analysis of the initial reactivity over the slope of
each fit versus the enrichment.

Two distinct sets of correlation coeffiaents were generated
corresponding to each fuel type. The BRACC code was then
modified to use either of the sets of correlation coefficients,
depending on whether an assembly was specified as being
fueled with uranium or weapons piutonium.

MULTICYCLE ANALYSIS COMPARISONS

Two different analyses were performed to verify that
BRACC could be used for fuel studies of reloads using the cor-
relation coefficients obtained from the CASM03 data. The
first simply involved following a uranium-fueled PWR over its
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initial two cycles of operation. The enrichment of one batch
and the cycle lengths were then computed with BRACC using
its original correlation coefficients and the newiv obtained cor-
relation coefficients based on the CASM03 data. Very good
agreement was obtained with the cycle lengths agreeing to
within <1 VO and the batch enrichment to within c 370. This
showed that the procedures used to impiement the new
CASMO data had been carried out correctly.

Next, a multicycle analysis including weapons plutonium-
fueled subbatches was performed using BRACC. In this case,
the simulation began in cycle 8 and included loading of both
uranium and weapons plutonium-fueled assemblies in each of
the subsequent three cycles. The results from the BRACC sim-
tdadon were compared to those obtained from a detailed
PHOENIX-ANC analysis. The results from both BRACC and
PHOENIX-ANC are shown in Table 1. The agreement was
9W0 on cycle length when the batch’s enrichment was speci-
fietk however, there is a big discrepancy in the bumup batches
because the reload patterns used by BRACC do not agree with

the specific patterns used when plutonium is used as a fuel
assembly.

CONCLUSIONS

Comparisons of the multicvcle results demonstrate that the
correlation coefficients based on the CASM03 data were
implemented correctly and that the Linear Reactivity Model is
acceptablyaccurate for mixed reloads containing both uranium
and weapons plutonium fuel. The expanded set of correlation
coefficients make BRACC a useful tool for performing multi-
cycle in-core fuel management studies of PWR cores contact-
ing weapons plutonium.
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